FLUSHOMETER PERFORMANCE IN A TANK TOILET
THE HIGHER STANDARD FOR LOWER FLUSH VOLUMES

Sloan® invented pressurized flushing more than 110 years ago and is the world leader in flushometer innovation. Our pressure-assisted toilets deliver flushometer performance at low flush volumes and can be installed in places where flushometers can’t.

With a Flushmate® vessel supplying the pressure and Sloan’s reputation for durability providing peace of mind, you’ll be confident in your toilets’ performance for years to come.
In the restroom

Your Sloan® pressure-assisted toilet looks like an ordinary tank-type toilet, and people flush it the ordinary way.

Its performance, however, is anything but ordinary.

Even the highest-traffic toilets will be far less likely to back up or clog, because the pressure supplied by the Flushmate® vessel pushes waste out of the bowl and into the drainline far faster than a gravity flush.

With Sloan’s pressure-assisted toilets, you’ll also notice:

- **A cleaner bowl**, because the rim jets have higher velocity and pressure that create a better scrub.
- **Fewer “double flushes,”** because the higher pressure clears the drainline on the first flush.
- **Sustainable water savings** because, unlike gravity toilets with flush volumes that can be manipulated, Sloan pressure-assisted toilets are non-adjustable.
- **No condensation** due to the insulated tank.
- **Smooth, quiet, trouble-free activation** because Sloan pressure-assisted toilets have no flappers, no chains and no clunky multi-linkage mechanisms.

Keep your restrooms stylish, your toilets clear and your maintenance costs low with Sloan pressure-assisted toilets.

Behind the wall

When you can’t install flushometers, Sloan’s pressure-assisted toilets are a simple, cost-effective alternative. They install exactly the same way as gravity toilets and require the same basic water supply pressure (20–25 psi). They don’t require any extra infrastructure at all, making them ideal for renovation or replacement as well as new construction.

Yet they deliver performance similar to flushometer toilets—**even at flush volumes as low as 1 gallon per flush.** By pushing waste out of the bowl at a higher flow rate, these toilets deliver up to 50% longer drainline carry than gravity toilets, so you’ll experience far fewer stoppages.

Sloan’s pressure-assisted toilets give you flushometer performance with a tank-type toilet.

NO ONE HANDLES PRESSURE LIKE SLOAN

Available pressure-assisted toilet options

- Standard and ADA-compliant toilets
- Three flush volumes (1.0, 1.28 and 1.6 gpf)
- Left or right flush handles
- White with an elongated bowl
- Standard 12” rough-in
- Compliances: ADA, BAA, CalGreen*, CEC*, cUPC, cUPC GREEN*, NOM, WaterSense*
- Bowls and tanks sold separately
- Bowls with SloanTec® hydrophobic glaze

*1.0 and 1.28 gpf only

Buy American Act-compatible toilet models available.

Contact your Sloan sales rep to arrange a demonstration of Sloan’s pressure-assisted toilet with Flushmate vessel or contact Sloan customer support at 800.982.5839.

sloan.com
Sloan® pressure-assisted toilets are perfect for:

- Restaurants, Nightclubs and Bars
- Strip Mall Retailers
- Small to Medium Offices
- Government Buildings
- Hotel Rooms
- Gas Stations
- Schools and Preschools
- Medical Offices and Facilities
- Houses of Worship
- Dormitories
- Assisted Living Facilities
- Apartments/Residential

Pressure-assisted flushing gives you the performance you want when you can’t install a flushometer. For the style and dependability you trust, make sure your toilet says Flushmate® in the tank and Sloan® on the china.